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DUPLEXING
Printing and copying on both sides of the paper, cuts paper bills in half, saving trees. 

DO NOT PRINT BLANK PAGES
Reduce paper waste by eliminating the printing of blank pages within a document.

SLEEP MODE TIMER
Sets the amount of time the machine waits before switching to Sleep Mode. The  
machine is not turned off completely.

ENERGY STAR* CERTIFIED 
Certification that the US EPA recognizes the device as energy efficient in design  
and specification. ENERGY STAR certified products contribute to a more energy-efficient  
world and help keep your running costs affordable.

ELECTRONIC PRODUCT ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT TOOL (EPEAT)** 
EPEAT is a comprehensive procurement program. This rating program includes energy  
efficiency, take-back programs for equipment, packaging and consumables, reduction/ 
elimination of environmentally sensitive substances and other important environmental  
attributes.

Driving  
Sustainability 
for Our  
Future.
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*For a complete list of ENERGY STAR Certified products, please visit www.energystar.gov
**For a complete list of Ricoh USA EPEAT registered products, please visit: www.epeat.net
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IMAGING EQUIPMENT RECYCLING PROGRAM
We offer customers convenient recycling options for end-of-life imaging equipment.

COMBINE COPYING
Printing or copying multiple pages of a document onto one page saves paper.

COMPATIBLE WITH RECYCLED PAPER
Ability to work with paper with higher recycled content which reduces environmental impact.

ROHS COMPLIANT
Ricoh products comply with the RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous Substances) directive that bans 
the use of certain substances in electrical and electronic equipment products.

CONSUMABLES TAKE-BACK PROGRAM
Ricoh branded toner containers and cartridges can be returned to us for environmentally friendly 
recycling. See www.ricoh-usa.com/recycling for details.
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